Assembly Instructions
Strive® HD Stack Chair
Tablet Arm Chair
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1. As illustrated, position the tablet arm at an angle and engage the lower slot of the front tablet arm bracket with the leg upright at the chair frame cross brace location (Arrow 1, Figure 1).

2. Press the back of the tablet arm rear brace toward the front of the chair (Arrow 2) and rotate the rear tablet arm section down into position at the rear leg (Arrow 3, Figure 1).

3. Make sure the top slot of the rear tablet arm rear bracket engages the chair frame as shown below (seat not shown for clarity) (Detail A).

4. To remove the tablet arm, force the back of the tablet arm brace towards the front of the chair (Arrow A) while lifting up on the rear of the brace (Arrow B). Rotate the rear brace up and lift the front bracket out (Arrow C, Figure 2).